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Abstract— Energy efficiency and network lifetime are the most 

critical issues for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). Clustering is 

one of the well-known techniques for reducing energy consumption 

of the network and improving its lifetime as well. However, 

clustering itself is time- and energy-consuming. For this reason, it 

is crucial to determine an appropriate clustering frequency so that 

the network lifetime is maximized. We formulate this problem and 

sketch a guideline on acquiring an optimal number of clusterings.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The amount of energy consumed by sensor nodes in a 
wireless sensor network (WSN) may be too variant. Reducing 
the energy level of a sensor node under a certain threshold 
causes its death. Consequently, the death of sensor nodes may 
lead to shortened lifetime of WSN. Dividing a network into 
smaller partitions including a cluster head and a number of 
sensor nodes in the cluster may alleviate the problem and 
enhance the network lifetime. Unlike traditional case that every 
sensor transmits data directly to the destination, in a clustered 
network, the data is transmitted by the cluster heads via several 
hops to the base station. This results in saved energy for the 
network. However, to reduce the nodes death rate, it may be 
necessary to recluster the network at certain conditions.  

Clustering is performed autonomously by the sensor nodes, 
and the cluster head and cluster members are decided based on 
negotiations among them. Many research works have been 
conducted on the clustering problem. According to the 
literature [1-3], a WSN with clustering facility is more energy-
efficient than its counterpart WSN lacking this facility. Various 
clustering techniques have been proposed such as LEACH, 
EDACH, and D-HEED that can achieve noticeable 
improvement in network lifetime [1-3]. But there is no any 
recommendation given by the previous work on how frequent 
clustering should be done in favor of the highest efficacy of 
energy. 

Clustering enhances the network lifetime by improving the 
way that energy consumed throughout the network. However, 
it consumes energy as well as time. Thus, a very frequent 
clustering may negatively impact the network lifetime. In this 
paper, we formulate this problem and draw equations so that 
we can obtain an optimal number of clustering in favor of 
maximum lifetime for the network. 

 

Fig.1. A WSN including clusters, where data is transmitted from sensors (black 

nodes) via cluster heads (red nodes) to the base station 

II. THE PROPOSED MODEL 

In this section, firstly the energy consumption of WSN 
without and with clustering taking into account various 
parameters are formulated. The terminology we use in the 
following equations is as follows:   

Et: The total energy of WSN including the available energy in 

network components i.e. sensor nodes.  

Er: The amount of energy consumed during normal operation 

of the network (data transmission, data processing, etc.) 

Ec: The amount of energy consumed during clustering 

operation such as communication and negotiation phases for 

constructing clusters. 

Pr: The power consumed for normal operation of the network. 
Pc: The power consumed for clustering operation. 
tlf: The total lifetime of WSN. 
tc: The time spent for clustering. 
nc: The total number of clustering during the network lifetime. 
α: The amount of improvement in power consumption of 

network after each clustering operation. 
In a WSN equipped with clustering, the energy 

consumption in the network comprises of two major 
components: energy consumed during normal operation (Er) 
and clustering  (Ec):  

Et -  nc x Ec=  Er    (1) 

In the case that clustering is performed once in the initial 

phase of network operation, Eq. 2 expresses the energy model:  

(Et - Pc x tc) x (1+α) = Pr x tlf  (2) 



 

 

where, 1+α represents the coefficient for the enhanced power 

of the network due to clustering. Further, in the case, the WSN 

is clustered two times during network operation:  

(Et - 2 x Pc x tc) x (1+α+α
2
) = Pr x tlf  (3) 

and, the equation can be extended to the following general 

form when clustering is run for nc times.  

 [Et - (nc x Pc x tc)] x (∑i= 0 α
i
)= Pr x tlf  (4) 

Accordingly, tlf can be represented as:  

tlf =[Et - (nc x Pc x tc)]ｘ(∑i= 0 α
i
)/Pr (5) 

Referring to Eq. 5, to increase the network lifetime, 
clustering is desirable, but it consumes some amount of 
network energy. Therefore, a trade-off is needed between 
network lifetime and the number of clusterings. The vital 
question is that how frequent clustering is more beneficial for 
the network? We have examined the effect of various 
parameters on the network lifetime using the above model. Our 
study shows that the lifetime is optimal for a certain number of 
clustering, and further clustering degrades the network lifetime. 
The result of the analysis is explained in the next section.  

III. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

We have run our experiments on MATLAB based on the 
parameters listed in Table 1. We assume that the total energy of 
network is the summation of the amount of available energy in 
all sensor nodes. Also, the energy efficiency is improved by the 
factor of α that varies between 0 and 0.9 in our experiments, 
though very high values for α may not be realistic. In addition, 
we consider a variable range for the ratio of the power 
consumption of regular network operation to that of clustering. 

The ratio ranges from almost equal (Pr/Pc ≃1) to much higher 

values where regular operation consumes considerably higher 

power than clustering (Pr/Pc ≻≻1).  

In principle, the network lifetime is expected to increase 
when energy efficiency factor, namely α rises. This fact can be 
observed in Fig. 2, when α increases from 0 to larger values. 
The network lifetime increases if clustering is perfumed for  
certain times but starts declining afterward. This is the behavior 
we expected to observe in the network; i.e. when clustering is 
performed too frequently, it results in lifetime degradation due 
to overhead of clustering operation. The optimal number of 
clustering is shown for α= 0.9, 0.8 and 0.7 in Fig. 2.  

Fig. 3 shows the case when we choose three different 
values for α as the low, medium and high energy efficiency 
factors. Also, we change the ratio of Pr/Pc  from 1 (almost 
equal power values) to much higher values (i.e. α= 0.6) that 
indicate a negligible power consumption for the clustering 
operation. The two cases are depicted in Fig. 3 by dashed and 
solid lines with the same line color, respectively. According to 
Fig. 3, the higher α is, the network lifetime is longer. More 
importantly, the power consumption of configuration operation 
impacts the lifetime of the network substantially. As long as the 
power consumption of clustering operation is comparatively 
negligible, the lifetime is significantly prolonged. But, when 
clustering consumes almost equal power with regular operation, 
the lifetime dramatically declines even for higher energy 
efficiencies i.e. higher values of α.  

Table1: Parameters and their values used in the experiments 

Parameters Value/Range 

Total energy of WSN (Et) 1000 Joules 

The number of clusterings (nc) from 1 to 100 

Energy improvement factor (α) from 0.0 to 0.9 

Clustering time (tc) 1 sec 

The ratio of power of regular network operation to 

the power of clustering (Pr/ Pc) 
from 1 to ≻≻1 
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Fig.2. WSN lifetime vs. the number of clusterings for α ranging from 0.0 to 0.9 
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Fig.3. WSN lifetime vs. the number of clusterings for different α values, while 

Pr/Pc ≃1 and Pr/Pc ≻≻1 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Clustering WSN can significantly improve the network 
energy efficiency and lifetime. However due to the energy 
overhead of clustering, it is essential to determine an optimal 
frequency for clustering depending on the network condition. 
We consider regular time interval for clustering operation 
though it may be necessary to recluster the network at certain 
conditions to avoid high rate of sensor nodes death.  
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